Dear family and friends February. Remember February? Seems like forever and a day!
On the 2nd, Jonathan turned 56. On the 9th we had a huge celebration
of life in Westlake Village for Jonathan’s mom Judi, who passed last
December 22nd. Jonathan then had a quick business trip to Oakland.
Dean was finishing up teaching “Cyrano de Bergerac” at school to 10th
graders and saw a broadcast of the National
Theater production from London—his last
movie in a theater for 10 months. We went to
see “Frozen” at the Keller auditorium the first
Saturday in March—a packed house, preceded
by dinner in a restaurant with friends. Gym
classes. Bookstore hangouts. Walking around
downtown Portland. Is it 2021 yet?
Then everything changed.
We have been so grateful throughout the
past year to have maintained good health,
but we know at least ten people who’ve
been sick with COVID, not to mention those
who’ve lost friends, loved ones, and coworkers. What a strange, surreal time it’s
been—complete with an election that took
nearly three weeks to end. But now, as we
write this, the news is full of promising
vaccine news, and things are—finally—
looking up. We’re a tad heavier and have
probably paced our carpet threadbare, but we still have our health and
each other, and so many loved ones; this is a moment to be truly
grateful.

In other news:
Jonathan continues to grow his professional practice, and works parttime for Lee Hecht Harrison – a career transition firm where he is
honored to help people be the most ready for new employment
opportunities. Jonathan continues to strengthen his executive
consulting and helps teams be the best team they could ever imagine.
He spent much of this year helping leaders get through challenging
times. We kept in the spirit making Christmas wreaths. Jonathan also
invested a lot of time in volunteering. Some good can good can be
made. We continue to overhaul organizing our online photo albums.
This is probably one of those “goals” that will never be completed.
Our nephew Grant graduated in June, and we were so proud to see
him collect his diploma, even if it was via Zoom! Our niece Justine is
working as a Teacher – we are so fortunate to hear stories of positive
contributions.
Dean finished spring via Google
Classroom, then transitioned to
online teaching for the fall via
Canvas; we have remodeled our
upstairs landing into Dean’s
office. Overall, things are running
smoothly! He had an essay
accepted for a new anthology
(title) coming out soon; he also
purged two drawers of his garage
filing cabinet and helped finalize
prepping his Dad’s house in
Tacoma for sale. So many
changes, some great, some not so
great, but that’s 2020.

We’ve been fortunate this year to Zoom or Google hangouts with a
few friends in our very small bubble. We hope everyone keeps the
discipline to hop on a video call more often. It’s a remarkable thing to
really be connected.
We are saddened by the
closing of so many restaurants
and small businesses we loved
(RIP Tasty N Alder, Lupe’s, Pok
Pok, etc.), but know that in
times such as these it’s
people’s lives and health that
are paramount.
For those whom we love who suffered unimaginable setbacks and
losses this year, we send you our love and support. We have been
leveraging gift cards and any presents we have been giving we focus
on local where at all possible. It’s hard out there.

Goals for 2021 Lessons from COVID-19

Some good Ideas to keep with us after these times.
• Periodic zoom meetings
• When you think: “gee – I need to call her Do
not allow distractions to take over – do it!
• Learn how to use streaming services.
• Appreciate the beauty in the world each day.
• Create or try a new recipe.
• Complete a project before starting a new
one.
• When you are not feeling good, don’t go to
school or call in sick to work.

The Cleanup
An Essay by Dean Backus | December 2020
When I was fifteen, I read a memoir by humorist Teresa Bloomingdale entitled “I
Should Have Seen It Coming When the Rabbit Died.” (She was a Catholic mother
of ten.) A key part of the memoir details her Nebraska house being virtually
destroyed by a killer tornado, as she and her children seek shelter in the basement.
Afterwards, when asked by first responders what Bloomingdale’s first thoughts
were upon venturing out post-storm and surveying the devastation, one of her
offspring piped up: “You said, ‘Someone grab a broom; we’ve got to get this mess
cleaned up before your father gets home.’”
You said a mouthful, Teresa.
For Gen Xers, our current situation is akin to Jake’s house the morning after the
party in “Sixteen Candles.” For classic film and history lovers, this is like Atlanta
after the Yankee army burns it in a fiery shower of Scarlett (heh) and black. For fans
of Shakespeare, think about all the bodies lying around at the end of “Hamlet.”
Someone, grab a broom. Grab some a bulldozer. Grab a shroud. Grab whatever is
worth salvaging, if anything, from this tornado year; dumpster fire ornaments are
now on sale online. (Seriously.)
In a previous essay I two months ago, I quoted the immortal Viola Davis’ character
of Aibileen in “The Help”: “Ain’t you tired?” So tired. Beyond tired. Weary.
Exhausted. And yet, looking at things from our place of comparative privilege, we
know we are blessed. By the time you read this, the election will officially be over
and certified; a new era is beginning. Vaccines are being distributed. Some concrete
steps are being taken towards racial justice and police reform. People are stepping
up via GoFundMe to save beloved businesses, to help out friends and family with
their medical or housing expenses, to make sure complete strangers get enough to
eat. We can despair over the general bleakness of the current situation, or we can
marvel at some people’s generosity and selflessness.
Decades ago, as Bloomingdale stood surveying the wreckage of her home,
scavengers came by and began to pick through the rubble. But another complete
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stranger came running over and asked if everyone was okay, and upon hearing they
were fine burst into tears and hugged her, then moved on to search for others to
help--or hug. We are an amazingly complex species.
We know instinctively there will be better, brighter days ahead. How blessed we
will hopefully be at this time next year--to crowd a store for holiday shopping, to sit
in a theater, to hug a friend, to properly say goodbye to a loved one as they—
please God peacefully--leave this life behind. We may even laugh: “Remember how
awful last year was?” How far away all this will hopefully seem, then. Then. (Carrie
Fisher’s last line of her novel “Surrender the Pink”: “Nothing is ever really over—
just over there.”)
Yet still, right at this moment, infections are spiking. People are getting sick and
dying at an unthinkable clip. Corruption, malfeasance, and smallness of spirit
continue—and there doesn’t seem to be a Grinch-style heart-growing miracle on
the immediate horizon. It will be a sad and bleak “darkest hour before dawn” as we
continue to slog through December and January. If you ever wake up before 5 AM,
you know what that’s like: you can hear the birds starting to chirp and sing, but the
darkness still lingers. But they sing nonetheless, because they still believe the
morning sun is coming.
If there’s anything to be learned from this godawful time, it’s the elasticity and
resilience of so many things. That which may bent, stretched, or strained—our
patience, our fortitude, our optimism, our norms, all the metaphorical rubber
bands which hold the ancient marionette together—have all been sorely tested.
But still, though he may need a new arm, a new leg, or some newly reinforced
strings, the dancing doll keeps going. The child in the audience doesn’t know how
he’s patched together out of spare parts, putty and prayers; they just marvel that
he can dance at all.
Some people have compared this year to the excruciating experience of childbirth:
there’s a lot of anguish and gore before the miracle of new life finally occurs. The
Nutcracker has to “break” to become the Prince. The seeds and bulbs are
slumbering under the earth, as the last gray stems die away; this is winter. I write
this during Advent, the time of waiting for the light and birth. As the song from one
of our long-ago holiday CD goes, “You must believe in spring.”
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For now, it’s comforting to remember Colonel Waring, the man who helped clean
up New York City 140 years ago via his “White Wings” crew. They were part of the
first-ever Department of Street Cleaning, and within a matter of months had turned
an urban cesspool riddled with filth, excrement, and even dead animals into a
manageable metropolis that could be systematically cleaned on a regular basis. It
was a seemingly impossible task, like trying to tidy up after a tornado. But they did
it, and their example inspired people and set a template for the nation. The late Mr.
Rogers once wisely noted, “Look for the helpers. You can always find people are
helping.”
Literally or metaphorically, grab a broom. Dawn is breaking, spring will be here
before we know it, and we’ve got some cleanup to do—together.

Would you like one more? Dean wrote another wonderful
essay pre-election. It’s a bit political, so if you are not up to it,
you don’t have to click through. But it’s amazing – I know –
I’m his husband! (just sprinkle some pixie dust, follow the 2nd
star and fly until morning –it’s magical!)
Click here to read: “Aren’t you tired yet?”

Family Updates
With 2020 rapidly ending, the clarity around our family
and the fact that family includes those we choose and
of course the family we are born into. What’s amazing
to see is how we mature, the lines become more
blurred. Not because we need stronger glasses, but
because of the strengthening of relationships with folks
around us. It’s pretty much the same isn’t it?
A few updates and highlights on those around us.
From the younger folks, we are thrilled to watch the
resilience and focus. Plans, celebrations, and goals
were violently shifted, but 2021 is going to provide
additional fuel and renewed focus. Grant and Justine
continue to grow and marvel those around them. Sure
not kids anymore, we are proud to watch them grow
into caring and brilliant adults.
Our siblings continue to “keep it together”. Congrats
for promotions, successes, and maintain high
contributions to people all around. Tough times – I
know everyone is looking forward to a little freedom to
go out and be with others!
For the elders of our family, Jonathan’s Dad continues
as a leader in his community and the continued good
humor. Our extended family remains focused on
staying safe and holding on to the joy from those
around them.

We’re going to mix up our Top 10 movies
this year and include things we watched on
Netflix, Amazon Prime, Disney+ etc. since we
were only seeing things in theaters for barely
8 weeks. (And we’re going to include a
couple older things we saw for the first time,
so they were “new” to us.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Hamilton
What the Constitution Means To Me
My Octopus Teacher
The Trial of the Chicago 7
The Invisible Man
Come As You Are
Jane Fonda in Five Acts
1917
Portrait of a Lady On Fire
10. And Then We Danced/Gossamer Folds/Luz (three-way tie)

A fun tidbit from our home décor …

One of our favorite memories is from a dear
friend who was a designer. In fact, he gifted
Jonathan many ideas, perspectives, and shared
some of his professional secrets. During the
holidays, he always reminded people: “When
decorating your tree, consider if the Angel
would want a tree put… well, you know where.
Anyway, we always try to find a better way to
keep our Angel comfortable. This year, she is
rising on a glowing cloud and helping put the
beads on on tree. Thank you Doug!
Want to take a virtual tour and see all of Dean and
Jonathan’s holiday decorations?
Click here for a Public Facebook Album.

As always, please send us notes via
our email: it has been updated and
clarified to shubbaland@gmail.com
(though the old one will still work).
We would love to hear from you as
to what you have been up to this
past year, and how you’ve come
through this difficult time. We hope
you are well and please know you
are loved.
And here’s to a BETTER 2021!! (As we said New Year’s Eve last year, “It
can’t get any worse than this year was!” Oh, wait….) ;)

But Hey, what about Stream Services?

This is a super fun topic the world has a greater focus on. Streaming
services are a tangled web of confusion, of joy, of fun, and of many
things. Do you remember the day when we had less than 10 networks
to pick from? But why do we all look at our televisions (devices) and
say: “Geesh, there’s nothing on…” Really? Really??
Our household now has 4 streaming services plus our usual “stuff”.
What’s frustrating is now when we hear of something really cool –
ooops, it’s on a different service!! What do we do? How can we fix it?
Can we? Ugh – let’s talk about our
list of books.

Short Attention
Span Theater and MORE!
ADHD, OCD, or whatever, the world is focusing on today. Jonathan seems to enjoy the
distractions watching YouTube videos. The silliness, fun, fluffy, and little snips of humor
while exercising or needing a break.
Watching CNN is not a healthy option, but here are some super fun YouTubers to enjoy.
(not high art, but a great short distractions). Please know, some of these links are
individual videos while others are channels. For the performers with a channel, you can
click through and enjoy more, and more, and MORE! Some of these can be a bit cliché,
but it’s a great investment to spend a few minutes and learn explore other perspectives.
Here are some favorites:
Colin O’Leary
I wonder what his grades were like in school?? We can all
be critics, but if you watch Colin’s videos, he is a true
entertainer. How the heck do his parents keep a straight
face?

Zach Timson

Dhar Mann
If you feel like you want a little bit of inspiration – it is a little
cliché, but again, very inspiring.

Beautiful People Musical
Best “pick me up” ever.

Disney Fireworks
A visit to Disneyland is never complete without a Fireworks
show. Ohh – ahhh.
The Shows Must Go On
Andrew Lloyd Webber and team, upon the beginning
months of our pandemic created a platform to keep “live
performances” in the hearts, minds, and homes of people
who wanted to continue enjoyment of what artists have to
share.

Saturday Night Live
What was your favorite from vintage SNL?

Hamildolph
We LOVE Lin-Manuel and his talent is immeasurable.
Guess imitation is one of the biggest signs of admiration.
Let it GO (from the View)
We were lucky in 2020 that the last show we saw, live, was
FROZEN. We loved the stage magic

We found this fella one day during the pandemic It was so was fun to watch him do his magic to help keep
folks in a lighter frame of mind. Seems to be auditioning
for SNL.

Disney Rides
We can still feel the fun. It’s not the same, but it reminds
us of Disney Magic.
Skivvies
** WARNING ** this is an off-color bonus – but if you
want a little risqué music, check out these artists. Two
artists, Nick Cearley and Lauren Molina have a ‘unique’
slant (and few costumes) on a cabaret show. They play at
54 Below in NYC, but we were lucky to see them in
Portland! So fun!
Life with Labradors
What more can we say. This could just be Jonathan's
favorite of all. Who doesn't love puppies!
Matthew Daniel Gordon
We have followed this fella for a long time. He’s a
performer and a fun artist.
Everyone needs their break,
hope he gets his!
James Corden | Carpool Karaoke (a BONUS) Mr. C pulls
these hysterical videos together with such ease. I always
wonder how he gets all the big names to join him. Such
fun for 15 minutes!

s

big

During the warm days of summer, we enjoyed very few outings. We
went to the Oregon Garden with our friend Jolin. This was a super
fun day day taking photos, breathing fresh air, and enjoying a stroll in
the garden.

Dean and Jonathan were going a bit stir crazy and at the beginning of
fall, we thought we’d do a “drop in” at the Japanese Garden. That did
not work out, but we took the opportunity to explore the trails of the
arboretum and Veteran’s Memorial.

… another BEAUTIFUIL day in Oregon!

Miracles of Miracles?

Do you notice them when they show up?
When we consider the fun holiday of
Chanukah, it is not always about the gifts or
parties, to us, it is the recognition that
miracles happen every day. The modern
world is so busy, so distracted, and so
closed off, we miss them, right in front of
us.
What is a miracle? What could a miracle be? Consider some of these:
•

•
•
•

R.I.P. RBG

may your memory be a blessing
and an inspiration for all

•
•

That time when you called and “old friend you have not spoken with for
many years – where did the time go. But WHY does it feel like yesterday
you last spoke? That’s a miracle!
A baby giggles for the first time. Why did that happen just then? It’s a
miracle!
You are driving through Starbucks and pay for the car behind you. But
why? It’s a Miracle, a random act of kindness!
The phone rings and it’s someone you were thinking about – why did they
call you at that moment? It’s a miracle!
You decide to see Bette Midler (actually get dragged to the show) on New
Year’s Eve, 1993 – why did you go? Why did you have to be there that
night? It’s a miracle!
You realize miracles do have to be huge things – a miracle is when you
notice amazing things, focus on the good, smell the cookies, eat ice cream,
take a moment and look at the sunshine. It’s a miracle – it just is.

Backus Family Treat
Ingredients
1 Stick Butter (depending on the amount of
saltiness you want, use unsalted or salted.
This is to taste)
2 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce
1 tablespoon garlic powder
1 tablespoon onion powder
1 box Corn Chex cereal
1 box Rice Chex cereal
1 box Cheerios
1 can salted cocktail peanuts
½ Bag (or more) of pretzel sticks (matchstick).
If you want baby size pretzel or other shape it works, just the matchstick kind was
traditional
STEP 1
Heat oven to 225-250)
Be mindful, this is NOT a high heat recipe! Keep an eye on the treat in oven
STEP 2
STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

Melt butter in pot – just melt. Stir in the seasonings / flavorings
Find the BIGGEST BOWL you have. If you don’t have a super big one – just understand
that the process is super easy if you have a bowl much MUCH bigger than you need. The
key here is your ability to gently stir the mix. If you are able to drizzle the butter while
stirring gently drizzle and keep mixing.
Now the fun part… (change it up)
• Cut back on spices, drizzle in chocolate to coat
• Replace the onion, garlic and Worcestershire – replace with assorted HERBS. You can
replace the Worcestershire sauce with a bit of Soy Sauce. Not too much, but again to
taste.
• Using white chocolate AND dark chocolate, add some peppermint extracts to the
chocolates and Mix / Drizzle in . Let harden in a cool place.
Bake 1 hour, stirring every 15 minutes or so. Let cool then store in containers with tight• Like spicy? Try a southwest version?

Transfer to parchment lined backing sheets. Do not pack it in, you need wiggle room –
don’t over crowd

fitting lid.

A BIG Shout Out to Front-Line Workers
Those who keep everything moving

We have many in our family who sacrifice everything
for taking care of others. A very special hug to 2 of
our most favorite healers. Your focus on helping
others is an inspiration for us all. (we miss you two
and we are so proud of you both!
How do you show appreciation for those helping us
each day? What can we do to continue the
appreciation? Give an extra thank you to the people
at Trader Joe’s, over tip at a restaurant, shop local,
and always remember the love and care Nurses and Doctors give 24 hours each
day, 365 days a year!

A Superhuman Story
As you know, it’s been a tough time for many of us. These are steps within a
journey many of us have to take alone. Jonathan was so fortunate to spend time
with some of his most cherished people. A “superhuman” event happened – this
one is worth sharing.
One of our friends was refining her artistry. She is
a young lady possessing immeasurable talents, but
that’s no surprise based on her family. She is
surrounded by talent with her immediate and
extended family – you meet them, and wow.
Well, the story goes that she was working on a
drawing – something just came to her, she was
creating. When she finished it she told her Mom
that she made something for me. She didn’t know
that my Mom’s favorite flowers were Irises. She
never got to meet my my – something just told
her that this drawing was for Jonathan.
When your eyes are open to magical things happening, you may notice those
times. Love you Ms. M and I love my picture!! Thank you!

It’s been a year.
Where are the lessons?
Do you ever really say goodbye?
In our family, the number 22 is no longer a
happy number. August 22, 2019, we said
goodbye to Jim. Four months later, on
December 22, we the said goodbye to Judi. We
lost Jo years back and there was a bit of comfort
to know she was there to greet them. We never
really know why people leave when they do, but
we know that every day the loss becomes not
easier, but it seems to become more real. Many
platitudes, so many treatments, so many books
on grieving, so much advise. The reality is that
there is, forever, an empty chair. There is
forever a hunger for just a few more moments.
2020 solidified loss for so many. To those who
experienced loss, we try to keep in mind the
feeling when you watch a candle flicker. When
you feel a cool breeze, see a beautiful sunrise or
sunset, or when you notice beauty – we like to
think it is those we miss, those we forever carry
in our hearts reminding us that we were loved
and they are signaling that they knew we loved
them.
If you were not able to join us to celebrate Judi’s
life, the video is still posted…. You can view it
here if you wish.

We are getting SO OLD!!

Documentaries have taken our focus as the leaning, exposure, experiences,
and these documentaries and a couple competition shows that really are
amazing!! (Have a slice of Gooey Peppermint Cake (recipe below) while
watching.
• Chef’s Table / Netflix
• Imagineering / Disney+
• Blown Away (Glass Blowing) / Netflix
• The Final Table / Netflix
• The Great British Baking Show / Netflix
• National Geographic Nature

Oooey Gooey Pepper-minty Cake
based on the Paula Deen recipe

The Ingredients
The Cake
• 1 18 1/4- ounce package chocolate
cake mix
• 1 egg
• 16 tablespoons melted butter divided
in half

•
•
•
•
•

The Filling
1 8- ounce package cream
cheese softened (a block)
2 eggs
1 16- ounce box powdered sugar
1 TBS vanilla
2 TBS Peppermint extract

The Instructions:
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees F.
2. Combine the cake mix, egg, and 8 TBL butter and mix well with an electric
mixer. Press the mixture into the bottom of a lightly greased 9x13 baking
pan.
3. In a large bowl, beat the cream cheese until smooth. Add the eggs, 8 TBL
butter and vanilla. peppermint, and beat together.
4. Next, add the powdered sugar and mix well. Spread over cake batter and
bake for 40 to 50 minutes. Make sure not to over bake as the center should
be a little gooey. Let cool to room temperature before diving in.

“The HOLD ON Story”
An Idea for a 2021 goal!
It’s a normal occurrence these days to be
in the midst of a project, an article, or
whatever – and voila – we get
interrupted. “Hold on! Wait!” The hand
goes up, your engagement stops, but
what? Am I not important? Is this
conversation not important? Where are
our priorities?
Well, as an improvement for 2021 we are considering a new focus. It’s a focus on
connectedness. During leadership trainings, Jonathan is fortunate to be part of
discussions around building relationships. It’s fascinating how there are many
more similarities between professional and personal relationships than we notice.
So, what is the greatest gift we can give each other? A book? A date night? Ice
Cream? Puppies? What do we really crave? It is clearer every day – it’s time. It’s
connectedness. It’s being together. OK, be honest, we can’t always fly 2 hours.
We do not have resources to travel or we can’t <insert blank>. BUT, we can put
our phone down. We can stop spinning. We can give our whole selves and
connect. When presented with a choice, hunt down opportunities to practice
intimate listening. Put in your mind that great listening is not waiting for your
time to talk – ask, engage, listen, and share.
Seek out times where you can demonstrate connectedness and demonstrate how
important others are – how we do care about each other – give the gift of a call, a
little time, and remind people how we care for each other – ‘cause we do. (BTW,
we are not perfect, but like any exercise, commit to it and keep on trying. We will
drop the ball, but you pick it up and keep bouncing.)

A very strange, yet fun obsession
Jonathan has seemed to embrace the
importance of feeding the many critters in their
backyard.
A few years back Jonathan’s
colleagues helped strengthen this obsession with an
awesome swing – the Blu-Jays like it more than the
squirrels, but none the less, everyone is well fed.
The squirrels are more grateful now that we have
mixed it up a bit with walnuts.
Speaking of Jonathan’s squirrels, there are two who
now seems to recognize him. He tries to walk out
very slowly and taps the nuts together. They are
not as afraid and are growing to trust him. They
actually come up to the deck and wait. Similar to
any animal training, consistency pays off.
It is a bit concerting that many birds have to fight
for the bird food, but it’s nature they seem to be ok.
I guess in some way, this is why we don’t yet have a
dog. The birds and squirrels are enough work, but a
dog –would be wonderful – if only they can make
them last forever!
We also wonder how we could create an safe place
for the birds and squirrels. There is a black cat in
our neighborhood that still has not read the memo
that this is a squirrel and bird safe zone. It’s nature,
we get it, but still – bad form Mr. Kitty!

Thanksgiving – it was a weird one.
There were so many cliché moments from this holiday, but the gift was
that we think this year reset priorities for lots of people. What is really
important? How do we stay connected? Hey, but even the Macy’s Parade
figured out how to keep the balloons afloat!! It was different, but still fun!
As you looked into the candle at your table and
reflected on the lights that are no longer visible
every day – it’s good to remember. At the close
of 2019, who would have really thought that it
could get darker before we see the brightness
again?

Must say, we know there is a light
at the end of the tunnel and we
know it’s not a train, but none the
less, we sure miss those who are
here in memory and hearts alone.
As we fight over stuffing in the bird
or out, pumpkin pie or ice cream?
We took a beat, stopped and took
a deep breath. Put phones down
when we are together – nothing is
really that important – is it?

Our wish and our prayer for you and your family - may:
… kindness prevail
… joy be in your heart
… family surround your table
… peace fill our world
… wish upon the stars
… we always remain curious
… we all have the ability to pay it forward
… great health be yours
… you always know your Oregon family loves you.

